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RISING CHINESE INFLUENCE IN 
THE SOUTH PACIFIC

 

Beijing’s “Island Fever”

 

Tamara Renee Shie

Abstract

 

The past five years have witnessed a leap in Chinese engagement in regions
across the globe—even reaching as far as the South Pacific. This essay exam-
ines China’s increasing activities there; the regional response; Beijing’s potential
economic, political, and strategic motivations; and the implications for the U.S.

Keywords: China, South Pacific, soft power, Taiwan, island

 

Introduction

 

In the past decade and a half, the leaders of the People’s

Republic of China (PRC) have presided over the rapid transformation of their

country—seen primarily as a threat during the Cold War—to a proactive and

confident member of the international community today. In the early nineties,

China embarked on a strategy of rapprochement diplomacy with its neighbors,

establishing or re-establishing diplomatic relations, opening negotiations on its

contiguous border disputes such as the 1991 Sino-Russian border agreement,

and signing accords like the 1994 Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with

Mongolia. Additionally, Beijing’s leaders began to reach out to multilateral

forums. For instance, China became a member of the Asia Pacific Economic

Cooperation (APEC) forum in 1991, a dialogue partner of the Association for
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Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Regional Forum in 1994, and in 1996 was

a founding member of the Asia-Europe Meeting and established the Shanghai

Five, a precursor to the Shanghai Cooperation Organization.

Although China’s relations with Asia warmed considerably in the early nine-

ties, Beijing’s willingness to use force to pursue territorial objectives exacer-

bated concern over a growing “China Threat,” particularly in Southeast Asia.

This willingness was evidenced in the case of Mischief Reef in the Spratly Is-

lands in 1995 and also against Taiwan in the Strait Crisis of 1995 and 1996. In

response, China’s leaders redoubled their efforts to reassure its neighbors of

its peaceful rise. Just such an opportunity arose when Beijing refused to de-

value its currency but offered monetary assistance and infrastructure deals to

countries hit hard in the Asian financial crisis.

That year, 1997, was a watershed for the launch of China’s “charm offen-

sive” with Southeast Asia

 

1

 

—a combination of diplomatic, economic, and cul-

tural initiatives at both bilateral and multilateral levels. The same year, China

joined with ASEAN, Japan, and South Korea to begin the ASEAN

 

�

 

3 meet-

ings aimed at increasing multilateral cooperation between Northeast and South-

east Asia. Overall, via steps ranging from launching the ASEAN-China Free

Trade Area, acceding to ASEAN’s Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC),

and signing the Code of Conduct in the South China Sea to an increase in stu-

dent exchanges and tourism and construction of major projects such as the

North Railway in the Philippines and the Surabaya Bridge in Indonesia, Chi-

nese and Southeast Asian relations have improved dramatically over the past

decade.

Beijing’s strategy in Southeast Asia—increased high-level visits, educational

and cultural exchanges, generous no-strings-attached aid packages, public works

projects, and investments in resource industries and critical infrastructure—

has become part of a broader trend of Chinese activism in many regions of the

world. From Latin America and Africa to the Middle East and Central Asia,

the world has witnessed an upsurge in Chinese activities over the past five years

as part of Beijing’s efforts to pursue a wide range of political, economic, and

strategic objectives.

 

2

 

 China’s increasing global engagement includes frequent
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visits by senior Chinese officials to countries around the world as well as multi-

billion-dollar oil and gas agreements with Saudi Arabia and Iran, a liquid nat-

ural gas contract with Australia valued at almost $18 billion,

 

3

 

 a pledge to invest

$100 billion in South America over the next 10 years, the financing of a $1 mil-

lion scholarship fund in Grenada and a $500 million investment in Cuba’s nickel

industry. Beijing has launched the first Chinese overseas radio station in Kenya

and invested in hydroelectric projects in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.

China’s burgeoning influence extends even to the South Pacific. Although

many observers consider the South Pacific backward and remote, China’s rela-

tions with the region have nonetheless developed rapidly since the late 1990s.

Of the 14 nations that make up the Pacific Islands Forum (PIF) (excluding Aus-

tralia and New Zealand),

 

4

 

 the eight that recognize the PRC (the Cook Islands,

the Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Niue,

 

5

 

 Papua New Guinea, Samoa,

Tonga, and Vanuatu) have seen their diplomatic, economic, and cultural rela-

tions with China intensify—with an increasing number of official visits and

various financial assistance packages aimed at enhancing trade, building infra-

structure, equipping government and military assets, and developing natural

resources. This rising Chinese involvement in the South Pacific also comes at

a time when the U.S. and European allies are decreasing aid and scaling back

their presence. Australia and New Zealand, which regard themselves as having a
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3. Note: All dollar figures in this paper are in U.S. dollars.

4. The PIF is a regional organization for the independent countries of the South Pacific,

comprising member states Australia, the Cook Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji,

Kiribati, the Marshall Islands, Nauru, New Zealand, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa,

the Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu. The Forum’s website is at 
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technical relationship with China and no relationship with Taiwan. Personal communication with

the Niue high commissioner in New Zealand, January 11, 2006.
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special relationship with the region because of proximity and historical linkages,

and long-time aid donors like Japan find themselves facing an increasingly strong

Chinese presence. This paper examines recent Chinese engagement with the

South Pacific, the nature of the regional response to these overtures, and some

possible economic, political, and strategic motivations behind China’s behav-

ior. The paper concludes with a section contrasting China’s increasing activi-

ties with the gradual U.S. withdrawal in the region from the early 1990s and

considers the implications of rising Chinese influence in the South Pacific for

American policy.

 

China’s Growing Relationship with
the Region

 

China’s relations with the Cook Islands illustrate its changing role in the South

Pacific. The Cooks lie in the South Pacific Ocean about halfway between the

Australian and South American continents (see Map 1). Although the group

map 1 The South Pacific Islands

SOURCE: Used with permission, University of the South Pacific, �http://www.usp.ac.fj/�.
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of 15 small islands and atolls stretches over 850,000 square miles of ocean, it

totals only 93 square miles in land area (equal to 1.3 times the size of Wash-

ington, D.C.) with a population of 21,000. The mainstays of the economy are

tourism, fishing, and a declining agricultural sector. As with many small island

nations, the geography, scarcity of land-based natural resources, and shortage

of skilled workers mean a heavy dependence on foreign aid, investment, and

remittances from Cook Islanders residing overseas. A high cost of living, on-

going political uncertainty, an economic crisis in 1994–96, and damage from

natural disasters have had economic implications for the Cooks; many Cook

Islanders have migrated abroad.

Despite these uncertainties, the PRC established diplomatic relations with

the government of the Cook Islands on July 25, 1997. Since then the bilateral

linkages have grown more robust. Just months after the two countries estab-

lished ties, visiting high-level Chinese officials signed agreements to offer eco-

nomic assistance to the Islands, and the Chinese Red Cross Society donated

$20,000 in hurricane relief. In December 1998, Beijing hosted Prime Minister

Geoffrey Henry on a week-long official visit to China, becoming the first prime

minister of the Islands to do so. Henry traveled to Beijing, Shanghai, Xi’an,

and Hong Kong, met with Premier Zhu Rongji and Vice President Hu Jintao,

and signed a bilateral trade agreement. In 1999 China delivered an open-air

stage for the Punanga Nui marketplace, the first of three sponsored construc-

tion projects including reconstruction of the Papua and Totokoitu Bridges. In

2004 China began construction of a $4.8 million Rarotongan courthouse and

sent a team to begin planning for a new $3.7 million police headquarters. The

Chinese company Shanghai Deep Sea Fisheries signed an agreement to build

10 fishing vessels and invest millions of dollars in the floundering Cook Islands

Fish Exports plant in Nikao. In August that year, the Cook Islands secured the

much coveted “approved destination status” (ADS) from the Chinese govern-

ment to receive Chinese tourists. Diplomatic visits between officials have also

gradually increased, culminating in Prime Minister Robert Woonton’s eight-

day official visit to China in April 2004, during which Premier Wen Jiabao

pledged $16 million in grants to the Islands.

The Cook Islands are not the only South Pacific nation to become a recent

recipient of China’s growing largesse. The heads of state of eight South Pacific

countries paid official visits to Beijing between March 2004 and July 2005 at

the invitation (and most probably with the financial support) of the Chinese

government, during which the leaders met with President Hu Jintao and/or Pre-

mier Wen. The prime minister of Fiji, the president of Nauru, and the prime

minister of Vanuatu each made two official trips during that same period. Papua

New Guinea Prime Minister Michael Somare’s February 2004 visit to China

included 80 business and government officials, the country’s largest ever dele-

gation to travel on an official state visit. These heads-of-state meetings have
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been supported with other high-level engagements at multilateral summits such

as the APEC meeting, the Asian-African Summit, the International Confer-

ence for Asian Political Parties, the U.N. Economic and Social Commission

for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) sessions, and the PIF consultations. Bilateral

visits between trade ministers, foreign ministers, party leaders, and business

and military delegations have also been on the rise. In April 2006, Premier

Wen visited Fiji to attend the inaugural China-Pacific Island Countries Eco-

nomic Development Cooperation Ministerial Conference and meet with leaders

of eight of the Pacific countries. This was the first time that any Chinese pre-

mier had visited the South Pacific.

Although Australia, New Zealand, Japan, the EU, and the U.S. remain

major economic partners with the region, China’s trade and aid contributions

have leapfrogged in the past five years from insignificant levels to being among

the region’s largest. Chinese aid disbursements to Papua New Guinea are now

second only to those from Australia.

 

6

 

 Trade with Tonga, nonexistent in 1998,

has grown rapidly, with China becoming the country’s second largest export

trading partner and fourth largest import partner in 2004.

 

7

 

 For other South

Pacific countries where direction-of-trade statistics are available (Fiji, Papua

New Guinea, Samoa, the Solomon Islands, and Vanuatu), Chinese trade has

dramatically increased since 1999. Beijing is supporting several major infra-

structure projects across the region in addition to those in the Cook Islands.

These include $2 million for a multipurpose sport facility in Fiji and $5.5 mil-

lion for a national sports complex in Kiribati. In addition, Beijing plans to up-

grade the facilities of Niue’s Broadcasting Corporation and fund the rebuilding

of Papua New Guinea’s Highlands Highway. The Chinese have built a law

school at the multi-country University of the South Pacific and a television

station and a rice planting project in Vanuatu.

The Chinese government has also made a habit of donating equipment to

regional government offices and militaries. In Fiji, Beijing has donated $6,000

toward the improvement of the Foreign Ministry website, $13,000 for two small

boats for the fisheries surveillance team, over $250,000 worth of military equip-

ment and stores, and $30,000 of office equipment to the Fijian Parliament. In

Papua New Guinea, China has donated at least 50 computers to the Department

of Foreign Affairs and over $1 million to the Defense Force to improve its

physical training facilities, provide uniforms, and fund the expansion of a mil-

itary hospital. In Vanuatu, the PRC has funded construction of the National

Parliament House, donated eight pick-up trucks to replace the government’s
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Far Eastern Economic Review
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(Washington,

D.C.: International Monetary Fund, 2005).
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aging fleet, and provided two cargo ships worth $9.4 million to facilitate the

delivery of goods to isolated island communities.

Assistance in developing the region’s natural resources is another area where

China has been playing a prominent role. The oceans of the South Pacific are

rich in fish stocks, especially tuna. China has established memorandums of

understanding (MOU) regarding fishing with the Cook Islands, Fiji, Microne-

sia, Papua New Guinea, and Kiribati (until Kiribati recognized Taiwan). Finan-

cial assistance and development projects have also been discussed or awarded

to support forestry, agriculture, mineral extraction, tourism, and the power and

energy sectors. Both the Fijian and Papuan governments have discussed joint

development schemes for timber resources and mining with Chinese officials.

Chinese corporations have investigated the feasibility of copper and methanol

projects in Papua New Guinea.

In perhaps the largest of China’s South Pacific development projects, the China

Metallurgical Construction Company (CMCC) signed an MOU on the $625 mil-

lion Ramu nickel and cobalt mine in Papua New Guinea. In return for an 85%

stake, the CMCC will provide complete funding, finish all construction, and

buy all of the mine’s products for the life of the mine, estimated at 40 years.

 

8

 

The region’s need and potential for energy sources have also attracted Chinese

investment in Papua New Guinea’s natural gas and oil reserves and solar and

wind power capabilities, Vanuatu’s hydropower, and Tonga’s electricity. In June

2004, Tonga’s Shoreline Group, the country’s sole electric power supplier and

distributor (and owned by the Tongan crown prince), received $17 million in

“technical cooperation” funds from the Bank of China.

 

9

 

In 2004 China granted four South Pacific countries––the Cook Islands, Fiji,

Tonga, and Vanuatu––ADS for tourism. The potential for a large increase in

tourists drawn from the growing Chinese middle class has energized tourism

agreements between the four countries and the PRC. In 2003 China joined the

South Pacific Tourism Organization (SPTO) and became the first full member

of the grouping in April 2004. That February, Beijing donated $100,000 to the

SPTO, becoming the single largest-paying member. China has even proposed

direct air links between the PRC and Niue and the PRC and Fiji in order to

avoid difficult visa restrictions in Australia; until the links are established, char-

ter flights are available. To prepare for the potential influx of tourists, Fiji plans

to send workers to China to learn Chinese language, culture, and food prepara-

tion. In 2002 Chinese already accounted for over 90% of Fijian visas issued.

 

8. “Papua New Guinea-China Nickel Deal Formally Signed,” 

 

Port Moresby Courier

 

, February 10,

2004, 
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Chinese largesse does not end there. China has provided aid and develop-

ment assistance for such projects as HIV/AIDS programs, a flour mill project,

and the donation of medical supplies and doctors in Papua New Guinea. Bei-

jing offered flood relief and promises for assistance in Fiji’s threatened gar-

ment industry and forgave $5 million in outstanding loan payments for Vanuatu.

Wen Jiabao’s 2006 visit to Fiji resulted in a slew of benefits for the South Pa-

cific. In his keynote address entitled “Win-Win Cooperation for Common De-

velopment,” Wen outlined six major Chinese assistance programs:

 

• provision of Y 3 billion ($374 million) in preferential loans to business communi-

ties in China and the South Pacific to boost cooperation in resources development,

agriculture, forestry, fishery, tourism, textiles and consumer products manufactur-

ing, telecommunications, and aviation and ocean shipping;

• cancellation of debts that became mature at the end of 2005 and extension of zero-

tariff treatment to the majority of exports to China;

• provision of free anti-malaria medicines to island countries affected by the disease

in the next three years as well as continuation of sending medical teams to conduct

training courses;

• provision of training to 2,000 government officials and technical staff from the

island countries to assist with capacity building;

• extension of ADS to all seven countries diplomatically recognizing China;

• provision of assistance in building an earthquake and tsunami early warning system.

 

10

 

In addition to bilateral efforts, China has been stepping up its relationship

with the South Pacific as a whole, particularly through the regional organiza-

tion called the PIF. In 1988 the Chinese ambassador to Fiji was first invited

to the South Pacific Forum, the precursor to the PIF. The following year,

China sent its first delegation and from 1990 it has sent a government repre-

sentative to attend the post-Forum dialogue meetings. Since 1991, the acting

secretary-general of the PIF has regularly paid visits to China. On October 31,

2000, China and the PIF signed an agreement under which the Chinese gov-

ernment donated $3 million to the Forum Secretariat to promote trade and

investment, $1 million of which would fund the opening and operation of

the Pacific Islands Trade Office in Beijing for three years. In 2004, a further

$800,000 was provided to cover the PIF Trade Office up until 2008. The PRC

has continued to donate thousands of dollars to support the PIF, including

$100,000 to upgrade the Forum Secretariat’s computer network; a $100,000

annual pledge to supplement membership contributions to the Forum Presid-

ing Officer’s Conference (FPOC), which represents the Speakers of Parliament

and Congress in the Pacific; and $30,000 to support the FPOC visit to Nauru

 

10. The text of Wen’s speech “Win-win Cooperation for Common Development” is available

at 
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in 2004.

 

11

 

 Workshops for Pacific diplomats and media are conducted in Bei-

jing. In May 2004, China announced its intention to fund major construction

projects in Fiji including the building of Pacific House, where the Forum Sec-

retariat offices will be located.

 

Regional Responses

 

The Chinese government is not only making major deals throughout the South

Pacific; it is also winning friends with its red-carpet diplomacy and interest-

free, no-strings-attached, open-ended style of financial support. Such devel-

opment assistance often comes in the form of grants, not loans. This is much

appreciated in an economically vulnerable region where aid is often essential

to survival. That China offers an alternative to traditional Pacific partners such

as Australia and New Zealand adds to the appeal. After cementing diplomatic

ties with the PRC, then-Cook Islands Prime Minister Geoffrey Henry stated,

“Gone are the days when the Cook Islands’ future is linked solely and over-

whelmingly to one country.”

 

12

 

The praise has continued. At the conclusion of the 35th PIF Summit in

August 2004, PIF Secretary-General Greg Urwin said the Pacific states wel-

comed China’s growing role in the region and were optimistic about future co-

operative exchanges.

 

13

 

 Following a violent national election in the summer of

2002, Papua New Guinea faced a major political and economic crisis. China

was the first country to step forward under the “Friends of PNG” group to do-

nate $1 million to boost the economy. By 2005, China had become Papua New

Guinea’s top trading partner and the largest buyer of its lumber. In Vanuatu a

local paper trumpeted China’s “extraordinary generosity and understanding”

when covering Deputy Prime Minister Serge Vohor’s statement following the

receipt of a $300,000 aid check from China. Echoing the opinion of many aid-

dependent countries, Vohor reportedly said that “similar help from other coun-

tries would include sending in their technical advisors so at the end of the day,

the money all goes back to them through the huge salaries of their own people.

But the Chinese government only provides the money and it is up to the Vanu-

atu government to decide how it is spent.”
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, March 31, 2003; “Pacific Islands Forum Secretary-
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(in English), December 5, 1998.

13. “Pacific Forum Leader Urwin: China’s Role Welcomed,” Beijing Xinhua,
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2004.
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(in English), August 30, 2001, p. 5.
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Yet, despite voices of glowing admiration, the relationship is not all rosy.

Some government officials in the region have questioned the reach and aims of

China’s checkbook diplomacy. In the Cook Islands, there were calls for a boy-

cott of the opening ceremony for the Chinese-built courthouse. A local mem-

ber of Parliament expressed concerns about China’s aid strategy in the Pacific,

and a priest raised the issue of the Chinese government’s religious persecution

at home.

 

15

 

 A Papuan politician cited worries over plans for China to build an

office complex for the Foreign Affairs Department, saying the project touched

on national sovereignty and could possibly expose the country to spies.

 

16

 

During the 2002 legislative elections in Kiribati, China’s use of the Tarawa

satellite base and possible interference with the election was a major campaign

issue. The Chinese Ambassador to Kiribati Ma Shuxue admitted donating funds

to a cooperative group with ties to President Teburoro Tito. During the 2003

presidential campaign, one of the three candidates accused President Tito of

using Chinese development funds to finance his re-election bid.

 

17

 

 Six months

after the election, Kiribati switched its diplomatic recognition to Taiwan. A

former Tongan military officer also warned Australia and New Zealand to be

aware of China’s growing military influence in the Pacific.

 

18

 

 Illegal fishing by

Chinese fishermen has at times been a problem for Pacific islands countries.

One of the greatest problems has been the influx of Chinese migrants—

legal or illegal—to the region.

 

19

 

 Kiribati, the Marshall Islands, Tonga, and Vanu-

atu have all experienced difficulties with official schemes to sell passports to

Chinese. In July 2004, the Kiribati Parliament passed a law repealing a 1996

investor passport scheme that sold passports to Chinese for $15,000 apiece in

the expectation that the new citizens would invest in Kiribati. No investment

actually took place. Around the same time, Marshall Islands immigration au-

thorities began to crack down on Chinese who had overstayed their visas, the
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result of a passport-selling scheme that led to uncontrolled migration. A similar

operation in Tonga in the 1980s and 1990s led to strong anti-Chinese sentiment

in the kingdom, culminating in numerous cases of violence. In 2001, Tonga

gave hundreds of Chinese victims of violence a year to leave. Some ethnic

Chinese locals and Chinese nationals have been linked to domestic and trans-

national crimes in several Pacific Island nations, further exacerbating anti-

Chinese feelings. As a result, negative attitudes toward Chinese immigrants and

workers have persisted across the Pacific. In many countries, such as the Sol-

omon Islands, ethnic Chinese dominate trade. The April 2006 riots following

elections in the Solomon Islands demonstrated how quickly domestic political

frustrations can turn to violence against Chinese businesses. The tendency for

Chinese construction companies to bring in their own laborers rather than hire

locals to work on building projects no doubt exacerbates this situation.

 

China’s Motivations

 

Speaking before an audience at the Organization of American States meeting

in Washington, D.C., in December 2005, the Chinese vice chairman of the Na-

tional People’s Congress, Cheng Siwei, emphasized China’s diplomatic relation-

ship with “95%” of Latin America and the Caribbean “in terms of land area,

population, and economic strength.”

 

20

 

 Although this statement is quite accu-

rate, it represents a creative face-saving way to sidestep the fact that one-third

of the countries in Central and South America and the Caribbean maintain dip-

lomatic relations with Taiwan.

 

21

 

 Cheng’s message implies nonchalance on Bei-

jing’s part toward its diplomatic status with these relatively small developing

countries. But this belies China’s continuing aggressive attempts to diplomati-

cally isolate Taiwan. In the South Pacific, China could make a similar claim,

with Australia and New Zealand firmly in China’s corner, yet the intense cam-

paign for recognition continues. For China, every country counts, no matter

how small.

No doubt those countries that recognize the PRC are rewarded for support-

ing the one-China policy. By far the largest recipients of aid and attention have

been Fiji, Papua New Guinea, and Vanuatu, some of China’s longest-standing

diplomatic backers. Those countries that recognize Taipei generally receive a

cold shoulder from Beijing. A notable exception is the Solomon Islands, which

 

20. Cheng Siwei, “Bright Prospects for China-Latin America and the Caribbean Cooperation,”

speech at the Organization of American States, December 6, 2005, 

 

�

 

http://www.oas.org/speeches/

speech.asp?sCodigo

 

�05-0273�.

21. Of the 33 countries in Central and South America and the Caribbean, 12 countries have dip-

lomatic ties with Taiwan as of mid-2006: Dominican Republic, Haiti, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Vincent

and the Grenadines, Guatemala, Belize, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama,

and Paraguay.
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has recognized Taiwan since 1983. China is the largest export partner of the

Solomons. After a coup in the island nation in 2000, China pledged $3 million

to the 2001 national election budget. At the invitation of the Chinese Commu-

nist Party, Solomon Islands National and Labor Party representatives visited

Beijing in March 2005. These opposition parties voiced support for the one-

China principle. The Labor Party representative said China is interested in in-

vesting in the Solomon Islands provided that the “environment is right,”22

most probably based on renouncing diplomatic ties with Taiwan. Kiribati and

Nauru, which switched allegiances to Taiwan in 2003 and 2005, respectively,

have seen their relationship with Beijing deteriorate almost overnight, although

China maintains its diplomatic facilities in Tarawa as the renamed “Chinese

Care-Taking Group in Kiribati.”

Sino-Taiwan rivalry in the South Pacific is hardly new; competition for dip-

lomatic recognition began in the 1970s. However, diplomatic ties once forged

are by no means guaranteed secure. South Pacific governments can be fickle in

their support (see Table 1). Even long-time supporters Vanuatu and Papua New

Guinea have flirted with changing sides. Therefore China has often needed to

maintain pressure on its supporters. In 2003 when the Kiribati government in-

dicated its intention to recognize Taiwan, the Chinese ambassador reportedly

hounded Kiribati President Anote Tong with so many phone calls that the pres-

ident was forced to change his telephone number.23

Although China has been generally disinclined to chastise its supporters be-

yond using strong political language, Beijing is not beyond using its economic

and political leverage to sway countries in the region to remain loyal. In 1999

and 2000, China took advantage of its position on the U.N. Security Council

to delay voting on Nauru’s and Tuvalu’s applications for U.N. membership.24

Nauru, which had recognized Taiwan since 1980, switched allegiance to Bei-

jing in 2002, but then back to Taiwan in 2005. Sometimes the pressure has

come from surprising sources. In 1999 the Australian government advised Port

Moresby not to switch Papuan diplomatic support to Taiwan in the interest of

regional security. In 2001 Washington vetoed a visit by Taiwan’s warships to

the Marshall Islands, which, while self-governing, operates under a Compact

of Free Association with the U.S.25

22. “Solomon Islands Opposition Parties Back One-China Principle,” Honiara Solomon Is-

lands Broadcasting Corporation, March 31, 2005.

23. Graham Norris, “Pawns in the Game: Pacific Becoming Key Battleground between Taiwan

and China,” Pacific Magazine, May 2004, �http://www.pacificislands.cc/pm52004/pmdefault.

php?urlarticleid�0001�.

24. John Henderson, “China, Taiwan, and the Changing Strategic Significance of Oceania,” La
Revue Juridique Polynesienne [Polynesian Judicial Review], 2001, �http://www.upf.pf/recherche/

IRIDIP/RJP/RJP_HS01/09_Henderson.doc�, p. 151.

25. Henderson and Reilly, “Dragon in Paradise,” pp. 94–104.
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China’s donation to set up the Pacific Islands Trade Office in Beijing in 2000

came only after the PIF agreed to switch its chairmanship from Palau, which

recognizes Taiwan, to Kiribati, which at the time recognized China. At the 15th

Forum meeting in August 2004, Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Zhou Wenzhong

said that the one-China principle was essential to the “smooth development of

table 1 The South Pacific Diplomatic Tango

Year Diplomatic Relations
Established with China

Year Diplomatic Relations
Established with Taiwan

Cook Islands 1997

Micronesia 1989

Fiji 1975 1971�

Kiribati 1980 2003

Marshall Islands 1990 1998

Nauru 2002 1980, 2005

Niue*

Palau 1999

Papua New Guinea† 1976

Samoa 1975 1972

Solomon Islands 1983

Tonga 1998 1972

Tuvalu 1979

Vanuatu** 1982

SOURCES: China Ministry of Foreign Affairs website, �www.fmprc.gov.cn/eng/�, and per-

sonal communication with the Palau Embassy, Marshall Islands Embassy, and Taiwan Economic

and Cultural Representative Office in Washington, D.C., the Tongan Permanent Mission to the

United Nations in New York, and the Niue High Commission in New Zealand.
� In 1971, Taiwan opened an official trade mission in Fiji.

* Because of its free association status, Niue must consult with New Zealand before establishing

diplomatic relations with any country. Niue first raised the matter with New Zealand in 2000.

Although Niue maintains good technical relations with China, formal diplomatic relations have

yet to be established.
† On July 4, 1999, then Papua New Guinean Prime Minister Bill Skate signed a diplomatic recog-

nition statement with Taiwan in Taipei. Under pressure to retain political power and reverse a

severe fiscal shortfall, recognition was expected to bring in major loans and grants from Taiwan.

The story broke on July 2, before the PM’s visit to Taiwan and the move backfired. Bill Skate

resigned on July 7, and within two weeks the new Papua New Guinea government severed ties

with Taipei. Bill Standish, “Papua New Guinea 1999: Crisis of Governance,” September 21, 1999,

�http://www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/rp/1999-2000/2000rp04.htm�.

** Briefly, in November 2004 Vanuatu recognized Taiwan. On November 3, the Vanuatun Prime

Minister Serge Vohor and Taiwan’s Minister of Foreign Affairs Dr. Tan Sun Chen signed a joint

communiqué to establish full diplomatic relations. On November 10, Vanuatu’s Council of Minis-

ters annulled the proposal. “Vanuatu Withdraws Taiwanese Diplomatic Ties: China,” November

11, 2004, �http://www.abc.net.au/news/newsitems/200411/s1241601.htm�.
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China-PIF relations” and that “China will continue to do its utmost to provide

aid to all island countries that have diplomatic relations with China”26—a clear

message that those who do not would lose out. At an October 2005 conference

of the tourism group, the SPTO, Beijing lobbied against Taiwan’s inclusion.

Pointing out the recent Pacific Islands additions to China’s approved tourist

destination list and proposals for greater Chinese support for the organization,

Chinese Ambassador to Papua New Guinea Li Zhengjun said, “[T]he scheme

of the Taiwan authorities to join the SPTO . . . [would] sabotage the good rela-

tions between China and its friendly countries.”27 As an additional carrot, China

pledged an added $100,000 a year for five years in organizational support. The

following week the members voted against Taiwan’s admission.

At the First Ministerial Meeting of the China-Pacific Island Countries Eco-

nomic Development and Cooperation Forum, the countries that recognized

Taiwan were conspicuously not invited and were excluded from many of the

benefits. Premier Wen stated that only those countries recognizing China would

be approved as Chinese tourist destinations. Debt relief and zero-tariff status

were also only extended to China-friendly countries.

Although eroding Taiwan’s diplomatic presence remains a high priority for

Beijing, actively advancing relations with Pacific nations is part of a new global

approach. China’s vigorous diplomacy in the South Pacific over the past sev-

eral years mirrors its activities in other regions, some in which Taiwan’s like-

lihood of gaining diplomatic recognition figures far less prominently. In his

April 2006 speech in Fiji, Wen Jiabao emphasized that China’s intentions in

cooperating with Pacific Islands countries was not a matter of “diplomatic ex-

pediency, rather, it is a strategic decision.”28 There are issues beyond Taiwan

where China seeks backing from supporters in the region. In international or-

ganizations with a “one-country, one-vote” policy such as the United Nations,

a region of small-nation supporters can be influential. With the exception of

the Cook Islands and Niue (whose external affairs are handled by New Zealand),

all the countries in the region are members of the U.N. For several, including

Kiribati, Nauru, Tonga, and Tuvalu, China has had a hand in securing their

membership. In May 2005, China asked for Vanuatu’s support at the U.N.

the same week that Beijing extended over $1 million in “budget support.”29

26. Liu Shinan, “‘One-China’ Essential to Ties with PIF Nations,” China Daily, August 11,

2004, �http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2004-08/11/content_364202.htm�.

27. “Chinese Envoy Warns on Taiwan Bid to Join Pacific Tourism Body,” Port Moresby Post
Courier, �http://www.postcourier.com.pg/�, October 18, 2005; “South Pacific Tourism Body Re-

jects Taiwanese Application,” Port Moresby National, �http://www.thenational.com.pg/�, Octo-

ber 24, 2005.

28. Wen Jiabao, “Win-Win Cooperation for Common Development,” speech in Fiji, April 5

2006, �http://news.xinhaunet.com/english/2006-04/05/content_4385969.htm�.

29. “China Boosts Funding for Vanuatu, Seeks Support at UN,” Port Vila Vanuatu Presse web-

site (in English), �http://www.news.vu/en/�, May 11, 2005.
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Pacific Island countries also hold memberships in such influential organiza-

tions as the International Labor Organization, the International Maritime Or-

ganization, the International Monetary Fund, the World Health Organization,

and the World Trade Organization. With their small populations, South Pacific

countries have some of the highest representation per capita in international

organizations. In dollar diplomacy terms, relatively inexpensive but high pro-

file projects may translate into valuable votes when China needs them.

China is resource hungry; its economic growth is fueling a considerable

appetite for natural resources. The need to secure supply and access is driving

Beijing’s foreign policy around the globe. Although South Pacific nations are

not particularly resource rich, they do have some that Beijing finds attractive—

minerals, hydrocarbons, timber, gold, and vast areas of ocean for fishing. Part

of the problem for these countries is that they are too underdeveloped to har-

vest the resources themselves. Therefore, when China proposes such projects

it is often seen as a win-win for China and the Pacific nation. In many of the

fishing agreements, China has provided the funds for boats, processing plants,

and facilities, even constructing them, in exchange for fishing rights for Chi-

nese boats in regional exclusive economic zones (EEZ). A percentage of the

profits earned and a portion of the catch are to be exported to China. The Papua

New Guinea Ramu nickel and cobalt mine is another such win-win project.

China is a major user of nickel to produce steel alloys. With the world supply

of nickel declining, the mine provides one way for China to secure a source of

nickel for decades to come.

In tandem with rising resource consumption, disposable incomes in China

are also climbing. This translates to greater population mobility and a desire to

travel abroad. A report on Chinese tourism trends indicates that by the year

2020 China will become the world’s largest source of outbound tourists—

around 115 million annually.30 The Asia Pacific region is the fastest growing

tourist area in the world. Although Hong Kong and Macao remain the top

“foreign” destinations for Chinese tourists, followed by countries in Southeast

Asia, tourism to the South Pacific may be attractive both to tourists and the

Chinese government. The number one travel consideration for Chinese tour-

ists is safety. Following the tsunami in South and Southeast Asia in December

2004, Chinese travel to Southeast Asia dropped considerably. The threat of ter-

rorist activity or a severe outbreak of Avian flu akin to the rapid spread of

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003 also make Southeast

Asia a less attractive option for the Chinese. Several destinations in the South

Pacific offer relatively safe and clean alternatives. We can see from China’s

recent heavy involvement in the regional tourism organization, its conferrals

30. CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets, “Chinese Tourists: Coming, Ready or Not!” special report,

September 2005, available at �http://www.usembassy-china.org.cn/fcs/pdf/china_tourism_report.

pdf�.
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of ADS (including most recently to Tahiti),31 and its efforts to explore direct

flights or to support small national airlines, it is clear that the South Pacific is on

Beijing’s travel radar. China looks poised to surpass the region’s top inbound

tourist markets of Australia, New Zealand, and Japan. Within five years of grant-

ing ADS to Australia, Chinese tourists had become the largest growing in-

bound market, outnumbering Japanese tourists, with similar trends being seen

in Guam and the Northern Marianas.32 Since 1999 the number of U.S. tourists

to Fiji, Niue, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Tonga, and Vanuatu has fallen.

Over the long term, the South Pacific may also serve as an important strategic

asset to China. In 1997 China established a satellite tracking station on South

Tarawa Atoll in Kiribati. One of three overseas China Space and Telemetry Sta-

tions run by the Chinese military, the strategically located Tarawa facility was

instrumental in China’s first manned space flight in October 2003. However,

there were also accusations that the base was being used to spy on the U.S. Army’s

Kwajalein Atoll/Kwajalein Missile Range in the Marshall Islands, a center of

operations for the development of the U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense system

approximately 600 miles from Tarawa. With Kiribati’s diplomatic defection to

Taiwan in November 2003, a disgruntled China announced that the satellite sta-

tion would be dismantled. A Chinese official noted that China could find an-

other place to build a similar base or could send monitoring ships to the region.33

Another Chinese goal may be to challenge American predominance by weak-

ening U.S. alliances in the region. By politically and economically strengthen-

ing its partnerships in the South Pacific, Beijing may be able to build its own

strategic alliances in the long term. The PRC maintains bilateral military ties

with those Pacific Island countries with defense forces. Although the arrange-

ment is primarily limited to providing equipment, training, and logistical sup-

port, there exists the potential for increased exchanges. Chinese involvement

in improving infrastructure such as airports, bridges, and highways, as well as

seeking agreements to allow Chinese ships in Pacific EEZs, may have strate-

gic implications in the future.

Conclusion: Waning U.S. Influence 
and Policy Implications

In 1995 Pacific Island expert Ron Crocombe noted that although the United

States possessed significant potential to expand its relations with the region, it

31. Although Tahiti is part of French Polynesia and not a member of the PIF, China’s interest

represents another footprint in the region.

32. “Australia Opens Travel to Entire China Market,” SinoCast China Business Daily News,

October 26, 2005, p. 1, �http://www.sinocast.com/�; James Brooke, “In Pacific, a Red Carpet for

China’s Rich Tourists,” New York Times, May 13, 2004, p. W1.

33. “Sino-Kiribati Diplomatic Dispute Won’t Hurt Space Mission,” People’s Daily Online,

December 1, 2003, �http://english.people.com.cn/200312/01/eng20031201_129374.shtml�.
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was instead facing “decreasing leverage,” in large part because of growing East

Asian competition in trade, aid, investment, tourism, education, research, and

political influence, all in the context of a shifting global security environment.34

More than a decade on, the Chinese have made considerable progress in all of

these areas. In fact, by coordinating its economic assistance with a sophisti-

cated strategy for diplomacy, Beijing is engaging the region in other ways,

from boosting familiarity with Chinese goods and services, broadcasting Chi-

nese television programing, expanding student exchanges, increasing business

ties, encouraging the study of Mandarin, and paving the way for an increase

in Chinese tourism. Such activities can be seen as helping to enhance “soft

power,” the ability of a country to influence other nations via its culture, values,

and institutions. Such power, as opposed to hard power drawn from military or

economic prowess, is derived from sources as diverse as a country’s willing-

ness to cooperate multilaterally, through its television and film, commercial

goods, and people.35 In the face of what many countries see as U.S. moves to-

ward unilateralism and a preoccupation with counterterrorism and Iraq, U.S.

soft power, once a strength of its foreign policy, is considered by some to be in

decline.36

Some of the greatest sources of U.S. soft power come from interaction with

its people, aid, and development programs. However, over the past decade the

U.S. has curtailed many programs that offer such exchanges with the South

Pacific. In July 1993, the U.S. closed its embassy in Honiara, the capital of the

Solomons, reducing its regional diplomatic posts to four, in Fiji, the Marshall

Islands, Micronesia, and Papua New Guinea.37 Washington reopened a “virtual”

embassy in the Solomon Islands in May 2005 (the first of its kind) and another

in Vanuatu that July.38 Although they are a potential new diplomatic model that

recognizes the reality both of limited resources and of technological advances,

a virtual embassy lacks the tangible demonstration of U.S. interests that public

outreach programing and actual personnel from a physical embassy provide.

34. Ron Crocombe, The Pacific Islands and the USA (Honolulu: East West Center, Pacific

Islands Development Program, 1995), pp. 329–62.

35. This concept of soft power comes from Joseph Nye’s 1990 essay “Soft Power,” Foreign
Policy 80 (Fall 1990), pp. 153–71.

36. See Joshua Kurlantzick, “The Decline of American Soft Power,” Current History 104:686

(December 2005), pp. 419–24; and Joseph S. Nye, Jr., “The Decline of America’s Soft Power,”

Foreign Affairs 83:3 (May/June 2004), pp. 16–20.

37. U.S. representation in Kiribati, Nauru, Palau, Samoa, the Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu,

and Vanuatu is accredited to embassies located in other countries. Only 11 U.S. diplomatic mis-

sions with accreditation to more than one country exist, and five of them are in the South Pacific.

38. The Solomon Islands virtual embassy opened May 3, 2005, and can be found online at

�http://www.usvpp-solomonislands.org/�. The U.S. has maintained a consular agent in Honiara

since the closure of the physical embassy. The Vanuatu virtual embassy opened July 19, 2005, and

can be found at �http://www.usvpp-vanuatu.org/�.
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China, on the other hand, continues to open more posts and as of 2006 main-

tains nine government representative offices in the region, including the Care-

Taking Group in Kiribati and the Consulate General in Papeete, which opened

in late October 2006.

Between 1995 and 2003, the number of U.S. Peace Corps volunteer mis-

sions active in the region was halved.39 Although in the past few years there

has been a resurgence in volunteer numbers, those countries still hosting Peace

Corps missions have, for the most part, seen fewer volunteers than in previous

decades. The U.S. also closed its United States Information Agency offices in

the region during the early to mid-90s. As a result, the two-way Fulbright stu-

dent scholarship program with South Pacific countries ended. Beijing, on the

other hand, has been opening cultural centers, promoting the study of Chinese,

and increasing funding for students from the Pacific Islands to study in China.

In 1994 the U.S. Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Regional

Development Office for the South Pacific located in Suva, Fiji (with a branch

office in Port Moresby), also closed. Although the regional development office

covered 10 countries, five million people, and a geographic area larger than

the U.S., at $12 million annually it was considered too expensive to main-

tain.40 The office transferred its remaining projects to the USAID office in the

Philippines. Despite the closure, USAID still supports projects such as the South

Pacific Disaster Training Program, local volcano monitoring efforts, an HIV/

AIDS program in Papua New Guinea, and assistance for South Pacific fisheries.

However, funding is small: the most recent USAID Congressional Budget Jus-

tification Report for the 2006 fiscal year designates only $100,000 for the Pa-

cific Islands and $18 million for the South Pacific fisheries, an annual payment

obligation required by the Pacific Multilateral Fisheries Treaty of 1988 that

allows U.S. commercial vessels access to South Pacific fishing areas.41

For the most part, Chinese overtures have been welcomed in the region. In

contrast, the pullout of Western interests has been met with apprehension, even

a sense of abandonment. According to the Close-Out Summary Report when

the USAID Regional Development Office closed in the mid-1990s, countries

in the region expressed concern that the U.S. government was “turning its back

39. In 1994 the U.S. had Peace Corps volunteers in 13 of the 14 South Pacific countries (ex-

cluding Nauru). Operations in the Cook Islands, Fiji, Marshall Islands, and Tuvalu were closed be-

cause of budgetary constraints, while the Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, and Niue missions

were closed because of safety/security concerns. The Peace Corps closed its mission in Fiji in 1998

but reopened it in 2004. Information provided by Peace Corps headquarters, March 15, 2006.

40. The reporting officer indicated that Washington decided to close the South Pacific devel-

opment office “unilaterally,” that is, announcing the closure of the office without informing or con-

sulting the mission, which had less than one fiscal year to close out. See USAID, USAID/RDO/SP
Close-Out Summary Report, vol. 1, September 9, 1994.

41. Personal email communication with USAID official, March 13, 2006.
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on the region.” The recent closure of three U.K. embassies and its withdrawal

from the regional development body, the Pacific Community, evoked a similar

response.42 Although Admiral Thomas Fargo, then commander of the U.S. Pa-

cific Command, visited Tonga and Fiji in March 2004, it was primarily to re-

affirm U.S. bilateral military ties and seek support for the U.S. global war on

terrorism and efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan. Such bilateral ties are important;

however, the U.S. needs to communicate to the region that it cares about goals

beyond fighting terrorism, such as supporting democracy, human security, envi-

ronmental conservation, disaster management, development, and fair trade. South

Pacific countries do not want to choose between the U.S. (or the U.K. or Aus-

tralia) and China. They want a range of options, not an exchange of one domi-

nant partner for another. Despite assurances to the contrary, the message being

conveyed is that China is paying attention to the region and the U.S. is not.

The rise of Chinese activities in the region is not sufficient justification for an

increased U.S. effort in the South Pacific, but recognition of American economic,

strategic, and political interests is reason to make such an effort. U.S. interests

may be modest but are not unimportant. Total trade between the U.S. and the

countries of Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, the Solomon Is-

lands, Tonga, and Vanuatu was $406 million in 2004. U.S. commercial fishing

interests are strong. The South Pacific produces more than half of the world’s

annual tuna catch. As party to the Pacific Multilateral Fisheries Treaty, U.S.

fleets land between $250 million and $400 million worth of fish stocks annu-

ally, after processing and distribution.43 Strategically, the U.S. maintains the

Kwajalein Missile Range, the Ronald Reagan Ballistic Missile Defense Test

Site, and two satellite tracking stations on the Johnston and Kwajalein Atolls

in the Marshall Islands. At certain times and on certain issues, South Pacific

nation support in international forums like the United Nations and for U.S. ini-

tiatives is also important. Between June and December 2004, Tonga provided

a unit of 45 troops as part of the U.S. coalition in Iraq. The U.S. also has broad

global interests in promoting democracy, human rights, and economic devel-

opment. These are at risk in the region, as demonstrated by coups in the Solomon

Islands and Fiji as well as political instability and economic vulnerability in

other South Pacific nations.

Modest but important American interests require only modest investment,

but the U.S. is moving in the wrong direction. As a result, although Washing-

ton’s involvement in the region has not disappeared, it is being eclipsed by

Beijing’s rising influence. However, it is not too late for the U.S. to reverse

42. The U.K. closed its diplomatic posts in Kiribati and Vanuatu in 2005 and Tonga in March

2006 and withdrew from the Pacific Community on January 1, 2005.

43. See the Internet Guide to International Fisheries Law, �http://www.intfish.net/treaties/

summaries/3120.htm�.
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these trends. Chinese aid and investment in the South Pacific has so far been

fairly small in absolute terms and Beijing’s “no-strings” approach is not aimed

at supporting democratic institutions, human rights, or sustainable develop-

ment. On the other hand, U.S. programs such as USAID, the Peace Corps, and

the Fulbright student exchange contribute lasting benefits in the countries where

they operate. For example, the Pacific Islands Development Program (PIDP),

one of only two research institutes in the U.S. dedicated solely to South Pa-

cific studies, administers the United States-South Pacific Scholarship Program,

the United Nations Governance Project, and the Fiji Futures Project and serves

as the Secretariat for the Pacific Islands Conference of Leaders and the United

States/Pacific Islands Joint Commercial Commission. Such programs should

be supported and expanded: these relatively small investments in scholarships

and public diplomacy initiatives positively promote long-term development in

U.S.-South Pacific relations. The U.S. government can also work more pro-

actively with its allies in the region—Australia, New Zealand, Japan, the U.K.,

France, and Singapore—not to contain China but to promote good governance

and strong economies in Pacific Island nations. However, should the United

States continue to remain passive in the face of a growing Chinese presence,

China may not only woo the South Pacific but possibly win it.


